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AIDS Knowledge 

 
 

Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor:  

 

I. What is AIDS. 

 

II. What is HIV? How does HIV infection affect the human body? 

 

III. What are the characteristics of HIV (i.e. how does it behave)? How is it 

transmitted? 

 

IV. How do you determine if someone is infected by HIV? 

 

 

V. How you can prevent contracting HIV for each method of transmission. 

 

VI. Can AIDS be cured with medication? 

 

VII. When is World AIDS Day? 

 

VIII. What is the meaning of the AIDS Red Ribbon? 

 

IX. Collect at least 5 leaflets or posters about AIDS and explain each of them. 

(Photocopies or downloaded copies are acceptable). 

 

X. With images and written descriptions, briefly introduce 2 organisations in Hong 

Kong involved in AIDS work: one Government department and one non-

governmental organisation. 

 

XI. What would you do if you had a friend infected with HIV? 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider who holds a valid AIDS Knowledge Instructor Certificate may 

assess this badge for their own unit 
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Charity 

 
 

 

Record your voluntary work experience in a logbook and share with the Assessor, 

including the following:  

 

Within the last 12 months: 

I. Volunteer at one social charity event (this may include events organised by 

HKGGA) (e.g. selling raffle tickets, flag day) 

 

II. Take up one school duty (e.g. classroom chore, school cleanup) 

 

III. Participate in one community service event (e.g. beach cleanup, tree planting, 

visiting an elderly centre) 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit 
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City Guiding 
 

 

I. Share with the Assessor: 

1. The shortest and safest route from your home to your Pack’s meeting place 

or the Hong Kong Girl Guides Association Headquarters, by public 

transport (excluding taxis or private vehicle). 

 

2.  

How to give clear directions, politely and distinctly, to a person asking for 

directions from your Brownie unit’s meeting place, school, or where you 

live, to the nearest (select any 3): 

- police station 

- hospital or clinic 

- post office 

- supermarket  

- library 

 

II. Present the following information in a logbook and discuss with the 

Assessor:  

Identify 2 public transport operators in Hong Kong, one on land and one 

on water, and their respective service areas. From each of these companies, 

pick one route and show its detailed route and fares. 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Community Health 
 

 

Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor:  

 

I. Personal  

Earn at least 2 Community Health-related badges (listed below): 

- Physical Fitness 

- Prevention of Drug Abuse 

- Food and Nutrition 

- Against Corruption 

- AIDS Knowledge 

- Environmental Protection 

- Swimming 

- Rambling 

- Dancing 

- Safety in the Home 

- Service in Action 

- Pack Holiday 

 

II. Family and friends 

1. Promote the benefits of a healthy lifestyle to at least 3 family members, 

friends, or classmates. 

2. Help a family member, friend, or classmate to set 3 healthy goals. 

 

III. Community 

Complete any 2 of the following: 

1. Identify 2 organisations that work with community health. List their names 

and addresses. 

2. Participate in a community health activity and, with the help of photos, write 

about it. 

3. Select a news article about community health and write a response to it.  

4. Design a poster with a slogan to promote community health. 

 

Reference 
www21.ha.org.hk 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 

 

 

https://www21.ha.org.hk/
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Community Knowledge 
 

 

 

Present the following information in a logbook and share with your unit members: 

 

I. Images of the national flag of China and the HKSAR regional flag. 

 

II. The structure of the HKSAR Government, including the three branches of 

government and the policy bureaus. 

 

III. The logos of 3 government departments or statutory bodies. 

 

IV. The logos of all the Districts in Hong Kong. 

 

V. A picture showing that you have participated in one civic activity. (e.g. a carnival 

or forum about climate change, an event organised by the District Council). 

 

VI. Name the administrative District where you live. 

 

VII. Name the Chairman and one member of the District Council from your district. 

 

VIII. Name one community characteristic of your District. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own Unit. 
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Crime Prevention  
 

 

 

 

I. 1. Two leaflets or pamphlets about crime prevention collected from your 

local police station or District Office. Discuss what their messages are. 

2. A poster designed by yourself including a slogan for crime 

prevention. 

 

II. What you should tell your parents if you are going out alone. 

 

III. What you should do if strangers start talking to you. 

 

IV. How you can protect your home from burglary when no one is at home. 

 

V. The use of a peephole and door chain. 

 

VI. How to identify whether a visitor claiming to be a company 

representative (e.g. salesperson or meter reader) is genuine. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

1. An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 

2. A parent can also assess this badge for their daughter. Either a signed letter 

or completed “Interest Badge Assessed by Parent” form downloaded from: 

www.HKGGA.org.hk  

Found under: Member Area / Brownie / Interest Badge. This form must be 

submitted to the Guider in Charge in order to issue the badge certificate 

and grant the badge. 
 

Scan the QR code for the “Interest Badge Assessed by Parent” Form 
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Environmental Protection 

 

 

 
I. Give at least five examples of environmental pollution and their causes Give at 

least 5 examples of environmental pollution and their causes. 

 

II. Explain to the Assessor what the 4Rs are, and list 3 ways you could help 

reduce waste in each of the following settings: 

1. At home 

2. Outdoors 

 

III. Explain the meaning of the “Air Quality Health Index” (AQHI) and how it is 

related to our daily lives.  

 

IV. Record the following experience in a logbook and share with the Assessor: 

1. Visit an Environmental Protection, Nature Conservation or other Educational 

Centre.  What was your biggest takeaway from the visit? How did it make 

you want to change your personal habits? 

 

2. Make a useful item from recyclable materials.. 

 

3. Design a poster with a slogan to promote environmental awareness (e.g. 

don’t litter, don’t waste food, protect the countryside). 

 

4. Sort waste by category at home and log the process. List your biggest 

challenges and how you could improve next time. 

  

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider who holds a valid Conservation Instructor Certificate may 

assess this badge for their own unit. 
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First Aid 

 

 

 
I. Explain the aims of first aid. 

 

II. Demonstrate how to clean a wound to prevent infection. 

 

III. Demonstrate the following uses of a triangular bandage (to be selected by the 

Assessor): 

1. Arm Sling 

2. Elevation Sling 

3. Bandaging head injury 

 

IV. Demonstrate one of the following bandaging for injured limbs (to be selected 

by the Assessor): 

1. Elbow / Knee 

2. Arm / Calf 

 

V. Demonstrate and explain how to control bleeding. 

(e.g. nose bleed, cut finger) 

 

VI. Demonstrate and explain how to treat a minor burn burns and scalds. 

 

VII. Whom should you inform immediately and what information should you give 

in the case of an accident: 

1. At school 

2. At home 

3. At a Girl Guiding event 

4. In a public area, e.g. shopping mall, cinema 

 

VIII. Explain to the Assessor the proper procedure for calling the police or 

ambulance. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 
Holders of one of the following certificates are qualified for this badge: 

– Hong Kong Red Cross “Youth First Aid Certificate” (YFA) 

– Hong Kong St. John Ambulance “Basic First Aid Certificate” (BFA) 

– First Aid Courses organised by the Hong Kong Girl Guides Association 
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Assessment 

The Assessor must be a qualified doctor, a registered nurse, a current 

ambulance officer/ambulanceman/ ambulancewoman with the Fire Services 

Department, an Instructor in First Aid of the Hong Kong Red Cross, Hong 

Kong St. John Ambulance or Hong Kong Society of Professional Medical 

Care, or a holder of the Adult First Aid Certificate from the above 

organisations.  

 

An Appointed Guider who holds the above qualifications may assess this badge 

for their own unit. 
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Go Green 

 

 

 
Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor:  

 

I. Explain what “Green Living” means.  List ways to protect the environment 

in your daily life, including when you are travelling. 

 

II. Give a brief introduction of the Hong Kong Wetland Park (in any chosen 

format). 

 

III. Visit the Hong Kong Wetland Park and describe the plants and animals 

you saw. 

 

IV. Draw a picture (no less than A4 size) to show the characteristics of the 

plants and animals and their wetland habitat. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider who holds a valid Conservation Instructor Certificate 

may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Powerwise Ambassador 

 

 
Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor:  

 

I. The different energy efficiency grades shown on “Energy Labels” and the 

8 categories of household appliances covered by the “Mandatory Energy 

Efficiency Labelling Scheme” (MEELS) in Hong Kong. 

 

II. 3 safety guidelines for household electrical appliances. 

 

III. A list of all the power companies in Hong Kong and the regions that they 

cover. 

 

IV. Present 2 electricity bills of your home which shows the average electricity 

daily consumption (unit). Consider the reasons for different power usage 

in different months. 

 

V. Identify one way you can reduce natural resource consumption in your 

daily life. Share your idea with at least 3 friends or relatives. 

 

Reference 

Visit www.esmd.gov.hk for information on MEELS. 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 

www.esmd.gov.hk
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Road Safety 
 

 

 

I.   Present the following information in a logbook and discuss with the Assessor: 

 

1. Choose one of the following routes and show the Assessor how to get there 

safely, including where to cross the road (You must walk with your parent or 

Guider. Provide photos with their signature as proof): 

- From your home to school 

- From your home to your Brownie unit’s meeting place 

- From a friend’s home back to your home 

- From a friend’s home to school 

 

2. Explain what these pedestrian lights mean: red, green, flashing. 

 

3. Explain the use of the following: pavement, zebra crossing, subway, 

footbridge and “green man” crossing.  

 

II. Share with the Assessor: 

1. Describe how to cross a road if there are no road-crossing facilities. 

Identify who you can ask for help. 

2. Explain how to cross the road safely in the following situations: 

A. Where there is a pavement. 

B. Where there is a pedestrian island. 

C. Crossing a road at night. 

  

III. Make a poster or leaflet illustrating how to cross the road safely. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE collective emblem. 

 

Assessment 

1. An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 

2. A parent can also assess this badge for their daughter. Either a signed letter or 

completed “Parent’s Assessment Form” downloaded from: www.hkgga.org.hk  

Found under: Member Area > Brownie > Interest Badge > Interest Badge 

Assessed by Parent.  

 

The signed letter or completed form must be submitted to the Unit Guider-in-

Charge in order to issue the Badge Certificate and grant the badge. 

. 
Scan the QR code for the “Interest Badge Assessed by Parent” Form 

 

file://///192.168.5.238/hkgga/ps/Interest%20Badges%20Syllabus/Brownie/2021/English/Service/www.hkgga.org.hk
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Service in Action 

 
Record your experience in a logbook and share with the Assessor, including all 

of the following:  

 

I. At home (For 2 consecutive weeks) 

1. Handle different types of waste. 

2. Help with one household duty (e.g. dishwashing, folding laundry, 

sweeping the floor). 

II. At Brownie meetings 

1. Help your Guider give or collect information, stationery or other items 

to other Pack members for 3 to 5 consecutive meetings. 

 

2. Take attendance, or collect fees, for at least 6 meetings. 

 

3. Participate in at least one Girl Guide fundraising activity (e.g. selling 

raffle tickets, selling flags). 

4. Undertake service at your unit’s meeting place at least twice. 

 

III. In the community 

1. Find the names and logos of 3 charity organisations. 

 

2. Participate in at least one activity held by a charity organisation 

(excluding your unit's Sponsoring Authority), e.g. visiting an elderly 

centre, taking part in a beach cleanup. With the help of photos, 

introduce the activity to the Assessor. 

 

IV. Discuss what you learnt through these activities with your Assessor.  

 

Remarks 

This badge is a requirement for the Super Brownie Award. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Against Corruption 

 

 

I. Answer the following questions and discuss with the Assessor: 

 

1. How would truly deserving members be affected by bribery? e.g. If 

someone offered gifts to the Guider in exchange for a place on the 

competition team. 

 

2. What would you do if a Pack member offered you a snack in return 

for your Interest Badge logbook so they could cheat in the 

assessment? Why? 

 

II. Present the following information about the ICAC in a logbook and share 

with the Assessor: 

1. The responsibilities of ICAC 

2. The location of the ICAC Headquarters Building 

3. The year ICAC was founded 

4. The full name of ICAC 

5. ICAC’s series of cartoon characters that help promote positive values 

to children through animations, story books and comics. 

 

III.    Your reflections on the following: 

 

1. Read one e-book from the ICAC’s “Moral Education Web”. Share a 

positive message you learnt in no more than 15 words. 

Link: bit.ly/ICACenglishcorner 

 

2. Watch a 2-3 minute video from ICAC’s YouTube channel “ICAC 

Channel” and write a review of at least 30 words in English or 50 words 

in Chinese. 

 

Link: https://bit.ly/3q88zst 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit.  

http://bit.ly/ICACenglishcorner
https://bit.ly/3q88zst
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Calligraphy 

 

 
I. Write a paragraph of at least 50 characters in Chinese or 30 words in 

English. You may choose either soft brush calligraphy or hard pen 

calligraphy. 

 

II. Present the following in a logbook and share with the Assessor:  

1. Make a scrapbook featuring different types of fonts or lettering. 

2. Introduce someone who is famous for calligraphy or lettering. 

 

 

Remarks  

Candidates should bring their own paper, pen and/or brush and ink for the 

assessment. 

 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem.  

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Chinese Festival 

 
 

I. Using a logbook, introduce 3 Chinese Festivals, including the name, 

origin, activities, food and crafts. 

 

II. Make a craft related to one of your chosen festivals and introduce it to the 

Assessor. 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Friendship 

 

 
With the use of a logbook: 

 

I. Introduce yourself. 

 

II. Record at least 3 different activities you have participated in. Introduce a 

new friend you met from each activity with photos. 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Guiding Knowledge 

 

 

Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor: 

 

I. The origins of the Girl Guiding Movement. 

 

II. The following facts about WAGGGS: 

1. The full name of WAGGGS 

2. The name and logo of its 5 regions 

3. The WAGGGS region that the Hong Kong Girl Guides Association 

(HKGGA) belongs to 

 

III. The meaning of the following “Symbols of the Movement”: 

1. World Badge 

2. Guide Salute 

3. Left hand shake 

4. A Good Turn 

5. Motto 

 

IV. The significance of World Thinking Day. 

 

V. The name, logo and locations of all the WAGGGS World Centres. 

 

VI. The following facts about the Girl Guiding Movement in Hong Kong: 

1. The year the Guiding Movement started in Hong Kong and the year 

HKGGA was established.   

2. The year HKGGA became a member of WAGGGS. 

3. The meaning of the HKGGA logo. 

4. The age range and uniform of each section of HKGGA. 

5. The name of HKGGA’s current Chief Commissioner. 

6. The name of HKGGA’s current International Commissioner. 

7. The region, division and district your Brownie unit belongs to. 

 

Remarks 
This badge is a requirement for the SUPER BROWNIE Award.. 
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Hosting 

 

 
I. Create a plan for a party, either by yourself or with your Pack members. 

Include the following details: venue, date, time, expected number of 

participants, budget, menu, quantities, games and souvenirs for guests. 

 

II. Show the Assessor: 

1. An invitation card designed by you. 

2. A thank you card for guests. 

3. Hold the party according to the plan in clause I during a Promise 

Ceremony, Pack anniversary or Christmas party. Welcome and serve 

your guests. 

 

Hint 

1. Guiders can help with the planning and dividing of work during Pow 

Wows. 

2. Brownies should be mindful of the etiquette for serving guests and the 

arrangements for the refreshments, games and souvenirs. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Knowledge of China 

 

 
Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor:  

 

I. The establishment date for the People’s Republic of China 

 

II. The design and meaning of the national flag and national emblem of the 

People’s Republic of China. 

 

III. The significance of the national emblem, flag and anthem to its nationals. 

 

IV. The ceremony of hoisting the national flag and playing the national anthem. 

Sing the national anthem. 

 

V. The names and photos of the current President and Premier of the State 

Council for the People’s Republic of China. 

 

VI. The total number of existing ethnic groups in China. Use images and text to 

introduce one ethnic minority group (excluding Han Chinese) including: 

1. Their main geographic locations within China 

2. Their customs (e.g. language, traditional costume) 

3. Two famous traditional dishes 

4. One cultural art (e.g. pottery, embroidery) 

 

VII. Briefly introduce a major event in the history of China or the biography of 

a Chinese historical figure.  

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Musical Ability (Stage I) 

 

 
I. Learn an instrument (except piano) continuously for at least 6 months (proof 

required). 

 

II. Use the above instrument to perform the following pieces to your Pack 

members: 

1. The Brownie Bells 

2. A piece you like (Grade 2 or higher) 

 

III. Tap a rhythm played by the Assessor. 

 

IV. With the use of a logbook, tell the Assessor about one Chinese and one 

Western instruments. (e.g. name, appearance, sound etc.) 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 

Holders of Grade 2 or above (instruments other than piano) of the Associated Board of 

Royal Schools of Music or the Central Conservatory of Music are qualified for this 

badge. 

The certificate must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for approval 

and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 
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Musical Ability (Stage II) 

 

 
Candidates must have obtained Musical Ability Badge (Stage I) before applying for 

this badge. 

 

I. Learn an instrument (except piano) continuously for at least 12 months (proof 

required) 

 

II. Use the above instrument to perform the following pieces: 

1. The Brownie Song 

2. A campfire song 

3. A piece you like (Grade 3 standard or higher) 

 

III. Tap a rhythm played by the Assessor. 

 

IV. Complete any one of the following: 

1. With the use of a logbook, tell the Assessor about the instruments used in an 

orchestra, including 2 of each type: woodwind, string and percussion (e.g. 

name, appearance, sound, etc). 

2. Have at least one public performance or competition experience. (Certified 

by the related organisation) 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 

Holders of Grade or Level 3 or above (instruments other than piano) of the Associated 

Board of Royal Schools of Music or the Central Conservatory of Music can be 

exempt from clauses I to III of this badge. 

If the Brownie also has public performance or competition experience, the document 

of proof can be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for approval and 

issuance of the Badge Certificate. 
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Pet Care 

 

 

Record the following in a logbook and share with the Assessor:   

 

I. How you look after your pet for at least 3 months. 

 

II. The species, life and habits of your pet, including its daily diet, cleaning 

and extra care. Show photos with your pet. 

 

III. Identify one animal welfare organisation in Hong Kong. List its address 

and telephone number. 

 

IV. How to look after your pet when it is sick. 

 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 
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Piano (Stage I) 

 

 
I. Perform the following pieces: 

1. The Brownie Bells 

2. A piece you like (Grade 2 standard or higher) 

 

II. Play 2 2-octave scales including major and minor named by the Assessor 

(C/D/E/F/G). 

 

III. Sing a short melody played by the Assessor. 

 

IV. Tap a rhythm played by the Assessor. 

 

Note 

Holders of Grade 2 or above (Piano) in the Associated Board of Royal Schools of 

Music or Trinity College London are qualified for this badge. 

The certificate must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Piano (Stage II) 

 

 

Candidates must have obtained Piano Badge (Stage I) before applying for this 

badge. 

 

I. Perform the following pieces: 

1. A Guiding song 

2. A piece you like (Grade 4 standard or higher) 

 

II. Sight-read an excerpt provided by the Assessor and play after one minute. 

 

 

III. Play 2 2-octave scales including major (A/E/B/Bb/Eb) and major (B/G/C) 

named by the Assessor. 

 

 

IV. Tap a rhythm and name the time signature played by the Assessor. 

 

 

V. Complete any one of the following: 

1. With the use of a logbook, introduce 2 composers to the Assessor, 

including their names and 2 of their masterpieces each. 

2. Have at least one public performance or competition experience. 

(Certified by the related organisation) 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 

Holders of Grade 3 or above (Piano) of the Associated Board of Royal Schools 

of Music or Trinity College London Music Examinations can be exempt from 

clauses I to IV of this badge. 

 

If the Brownie also has public performance or competition experience, the 

document of proof can be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department 

for approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 
. 
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Reading 

 

 
I. Read 3 books of different genres (e.g. fiction, biography, arts, science, 

history, sport) over the course of 3 months. Write a book report on 

each, including the book title, author, publisher, year of publication, 

summary of the content, reflections, etc. 

 

II. Tell the assessor: 

1. The name and location of your local library. 

2. Standard library rules. 

3. The procedures of using a title index to look for a book. 

4. How to use a bookmark. 

 

 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit 
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Safety in the Home 

 

 

I. Tell the Assessor: 

1. The name, address and telephone number of your family doctor. 

2. The procedure for calling the police, ambulance or fire brigade in an 

emergency.  

3. Potential accidents that could occur with electrical appliances, gas appliances 

and heaters. Provide one example each.  

4. How to prevent accidents in a kitchen, living room and bathroom. Provide 

one example per location. 

5. How the following items can be dangerous to young children: 

a. Plastic bags 

b. Pills and medicines left within a child’s reach 

c. Sharp items (e.g. scissors, knives, needles) 

d. Disinfectants, detergents and insecticides 

 

II. Demonstrate to the Assessor how you would do one of the following in a safe 

way (to be selected by the Assessor): 

1. Prepare a hot drink 

2. Wash, dry, carry and hand over a sharp knife. 

3. Use a lighter to light a candle. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Self Management 

 

 
Record your experience in a logbook over a 4-week period, including the 

following: 

 

1. Keep your Brownie uniform, school uniform and school bag tidy and 

clean. 

2. Make your bed. 

3. Complete your daily homework. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

1. An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 

2. A parent can also assess this badge for their daughter. Either a signed letter 

or completed “Parent’s Assessment Form” downloaded from: 

www.hkgga.org.hk 

Found under: Member Area > Brownie > Interest Badge > Interest Badge 

Assessed by Parent.  

The signed letter or completed form must be submitted to the Unit Guider-

in-Charge in order to issue the Badge Certificate and grant the badge. 
 

 
https://reurl.cc/bzGdEE 

 

http://www.hkgga.org.hk/
https://reurl.cc/bzGdEE
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Thrift 

 
 

I. Make an everyday item using old or used materials and tell the Assessor 

about its new use. 

 

II. Tell the Assessor how you can use resources wisely in the following 

situations: 

1. At home 

2. At school 

 

 

 

Remarks  

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Use Drugs Wisely  

 

 

Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor:   

I. Describe the main purposes of drugs and medicine. 

II. According to the uses of drugs, divide them into different categories. 

III. Detail how to store drugs and medicines correctly. 

IV. How to use a drug safely. 

V. The common reasons for drug abuse. 

VI. The problems caused by drug abuse. 

VII. Act out how to say no in situations where you are offered drugs. 

  

Remarks 
This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own Unit. 
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Writing 

 

 

Prepare 3 of the following items in advance and bring them to your assessment.   

Complete the remaining item during the assessment.  

 

I. An account of a Brownie event. 

(Minimum 200 words in Chinese or 100 words in English) 

 

II. A piece of writing of your own choice. 

 

III. A story of which the topic should be approved by the Assessor in advance. 

(Minimum 200 words in Chinese or 100 words in English) 

 

IV. A thank you letter with addressed envelope: 

1. The letter is to either express gratitude (e.g. parent, Guider, teacher) or 

show gratitude for someone’s gift or visit.   

2. On the envelope, write the name and the address of the recipient. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Art  
 

 

I. Identify the three primary colours. Demonstrate how to mix them to make 

other colours. 

 

II. Create the following and bring them to the assessment: 

- A picture using crayons, pencils, watercolour or paint. 

- A print using potato stamps, sponge, etc. 

- Two of the following: 

- A bookmark 

- A poster 

- A greeting card 

- An invitation (e.g. to a Brownie event) 

Note: Computer-generated artworks are not acceptable 

 

III. During the assessment, draw a picture on a topic suggested or approved by 

the Assessor in advance (paper should be at least 30cm x 43cm). 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Ballroom Dance (Stage I) 

 

 

I. Perform one ballroom dance and one Latin dance, either as a solo or in a 

group. Use appropriate costumes and music.  

 

II. Introduce the content of the dances from clause I (e.g. costume, music, 

steps). 

 

 

Remarks 

Candidates should bring their own music. 

 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

 

Note 

Holders of Rainbow Award 2 from the National Association of Teachers of 

Dancing (NATD) are qualified for this badge. 

 

The certificate must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 

. 
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Ballroom Dance (Stage II) 

 

 
Candidates must have obtained Ballroom Dance Badge (Stage I) before applying 

for this badge. 

 

I. Perform 3 ballroom dances, either as a solo or in a group. Use appropriate 

costumes and music.  

 

II. Introduce the content of the dances in clause I (e.g. costume, music, steps). 

 

III. Keep a practice diary for 6 weeks. Have it certified by your coach or teacher. 

Share it with the Assessor. 

 

 

Remarks 

Candidates should bring their own music. 

 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

 

Note 

Holders of Popular Dance Test (Part 2) from the National Association of 

Teachers of Dancing (NATD) are qualified for this badge. 

 

The certificate must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 
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Brownie Drill and Ceremony 

 
I. Share photos and a written account of a memorable Brownie Ceremony in 

your logbook (e.g. Annual Parade, World Thinking Day, Brownie Enrolment 

Ceremony, Flying Up). 

 

II. Demonstrate the following personal foot drills: 

1. Atten-SHUN 

2. Stand-at-EASE 

3. Fall-OUT 

4. Dis-MISS 

5. The Guide Sign & Guide Salute 

6. Prize presentation 

 

III. Demonstrate the following (candidate should take the role of Sixer): 

1. Brownie Ring 

2. Brownie Enrolment Ceremony 

3. Pack Salute 

 

IV. Demonstrate the following flag ceremony (candidate should take the role of 

Flag Bearer): 

1. Flag at the Order 

2. Flag at the Carry 

 

V. Show images of the following flags and briefly introduce them: 

1. Pack Pennant 

2. HKGGA Flag 

3. World Flag 

4. HKSAR Flag 

5. National Flag of China 

 

VI. Read a prayer (religious or non-religious) 

 

Remarks 
This badge is a requirement for the SUPER BROWNIE Award. 

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider with any of the following qualifications may assess this 

badge for their own unit:  

1. Appointed before September 2009. 

2. Completed the Drill & Ceremonies workshop training. 

3. Appointed Drill and Ceremony Instructor. 
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Collector  

 
 

I. Present your collection (e.g. stamps, postcards, dolls, badges). 

 

II. Discuss how items are displayed in the following locations: 

1. Library 

2. Art Gallery 

3. Museum 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

1. An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
2. A parent can also assess this badge for their daughter. Either a signed letter 

or completed “Parent’s Assessment Form” downloaded from: 

www.hkgga.org.hk Found under: Member Area > Brownie > Interest 

Badge > Interest Badge Assessed by Parent.  
 

The signed letter or completed form must be submitted to the Unit Guider-

in-Charge in order to issue the Badge Certificate and grant the badge. 

 

Scan the QR code to download the Parent’s Assessment Form for 

Collector Badge: 
 

 
 

http://www.hkgga.org.hk/
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Computer 

 
 

I. Present the following information in a logbook and share with the 

Assessor: 

 

1. At least 3 advantages of using computers. 

2. Classify the following devices as input, output or storage. Introduce 

their basic functions: 

a. Monitor or visual display unit 

b. Keyboard 

c. Mouse / trackpad 

d. Speaker 

e. Compact disk drive 

f. Scanner 

g. Printer 

h. USB flash drive 

 

3. Briefly introduce how a computer operates. 

4. Design and print an invitation card, birthday card or Christmas card 

using illustration software such as Paint (or similar).  

 

II. At the assessment, type a passage in English according to the provided 

instructions. Demonstrate various word-processing functions, including 

delete, insert, justify, underline, print preview, and print. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Cooking 

 

 
I. Either at the assessment, or at home providing photographic evidence: 

 

1. Prepare a meal for 2 people. Choose one of the following: 

 

a. Chinese style:  

- Two main dishes 

- A soup 

- Rice or noodles 

 

b. Western style:  

- An appetiser 

- A main course 

- A dessert 

- A hot drink 

 

2. Wash all the tableware and cookware afterwards. 

 

II. Present the following in a logbook: 

 

1.  A list of ingredients used in the recipes above. Include the price of the 

ingredients.  

2.  How to use a stove safely. 

 

Note 

Canned or preserved foods are not allowed. 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Craft  

 
 

I. Complete any 2 of the following crafts. Record the making process in a 

logbook. 

1. A picture of dimensions 30cm x 43cm using a combination of 

materials (e.g.  cloth, felt, wool).  

2. A model 

3. A woven seat cushion or coaster 

4. An accessory 

5. A hanging ornament 

6. A puppet 

7. Any other kind of craft (approved by the Assessor in advance) 

 

II. Bring to the assessment a third incomplete craft selected from clause I. 

Demonstrate your ability to the Assessor. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Dancing 

 

 
I. Perform a dance, as a solo or in a group. Wear a suitable costume.  

 

II. Introduce the dance you performed in clause I. 

 

III. Introduce 2 dances from different countries or regions in a logbook. 

Include details such as costumes, steps, music and stories. 

 

 

Remarks 

Candidates doing folk dance may wear their Brownie uniforms. 

Candidates should bring their own music and dance shoes. 

 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 

Holders of Royal Academy of Dance, Chinese Folk Dance, Beijing Dance 

Academy Chinese Dance, Commonwealth Society of Teachers of Dancing 

(CSTD) (any level) are qualified for this badge. 

 

The certificate must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate.. 
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Gardening  

 

 
I. Grow a plant from a seed. Take care of it for at least one month. Observe 

and record its growth. Bring the plant to the assessment.  

 

II. Present the following information in a logbook and share with the 

Assessor:  

1. A growth chart of your plant.  

2. Describe how you cared for it. Include photos or pictures. 

3. The different parts of a plant and their functions (e.g. root, stem, leaf, 

flower, fruit). Include pictures or photos. 

4. The uses and maintenance of 4 common gardening tools (e.g. trowel, 

fork, pruning shears, watering can, gloves). Include pictures or 

photos. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 
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House Orderly  

 

 

I. Help at home for at least one month by doing the following: 

1. Tidy the kitchen (e.g. utensils, stove, cupboard) 

2. Tidy the living room 

3. Make your bed 

4. Wash your clothes 

5. Clean up after a meal 

Record the above in a logbook and share with the Assessor. Provide photos and 

your parent’s signature as proof. 

II. Tell the assessor how to use one of the following home appliances and how to keep 

it in good working order: 

1. A vacuum cleaner 

2. A refrigerator 

3. A washing machine 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

Assessment 
1. An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 

2. A parent can also assess this badge for their daughter. Either a signed letter or 

completed “Parent’s Assessment Form” downloaded from: www.hkgga.org.hk 

Found under: Member Area > Brownie > Interest Badge > Interest Badge 

Assessed by Parent.  

The signed letter or completed form must be submitted to the Unit Guider-in-

Charge in order to issue the Badge Certificate and grant the badge. 

Scan the QR code to download the Parent’s Assessment Form for House Orderly 

Badge 

 
 

http://www.hkgga.org.hk/
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Information Technology 

 

 
I. With the help of a log book, tell the Assessor the uses of the following 

computer hardware: 

 

1. The functions of the following computer hardware and accessories: 

a. Microphone 

b. Web camera 

c. Broadband LAN card 

d. Router 
 

2. Explain the following: 

a. Use of the Internet, email and social-networking websites. 

b. Cyber crime and its impacts. 

c. How to use the internet properly, including attitude and behaviour. 

d. What a computer virus is, its characteristics and ways of spreading. 

e. How to protect your computer from a virus 

 

III.  Design a simple website. Use free website design software such as Wix 

or SquareSpace. Demonstrate a variety of techniques including selecting 

fonts and colours, inserting images, using hyperlinks, etc. 
 
Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 
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Knitting 

 

 
I. Knit or crochet a scarf using 2 different stitches. The scarf must be at least 

120cm in length. 

 

II. Demonstrate the following at your assessment by knitting or crocheting: 

1. Cast on 

2. Cast off 

3. Two different stitches 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 
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Knotting 

 

 
I. Make a knot display board of the following knots:   

1. Overhand Knot 

2. Double Overhand Knot 

3. Reef Knot 

4. Sheet Bend 

5. Clove Hitch 

6. Figure of Eight Knot 

7. Timber Hitch 

8. Simple Whipping 

 

II. Demonstrate and describe the use of these knots to the Assessor. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is a requirement for the SUPER BROWNIE Award.  

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider who holds a valid “Further Self-Development Training 

Course Knot (I)” certificate may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Language 

 

 

 

I. Talk with the assessor for at least 3 minutes. 

1. Introduce yourself, including your name, age, family, school and 

Guiding background (approximately 1 minute). 

2. Converse about the weather, your hobbies and Brownie life 

(approximately 2 minutes). 

 

II.     Talk about a picture provided by the Assessor for around 1 minute.  

 

III.    Role play a phone conversation with the Assessor. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE collective emblem. 

 

Note 

The Assessor must be informed of what language this will be conducted in 

during the initial contact. The language to be used cannot be the mother tongue 

of the candidate. 

. 
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Performance 

 

 
Choose 3 performances from the following list. One must be a solo performance 

of minimum 3 minutes. One must be a group performance of minimum 5 

minutes.  

 

1. A dance 

2. A song (excluding campfire songs) 

3. A musical performance 

4. Poetry 

5. Storytelling 

6. A play or mime 

7. Magic 

8. Acrobatic tricks 

9. Another type of performance, agreed in advance with the Assessor. 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Photography 

 
 

Present the following items and introduce them to the Assessor: 

 

I. Show an outing, a Pack Holiday or a theme in one of the following ways: 

1. Photos: Take 12 prints and present in a logbook . 

- Content: Highlight or match the theme, showing landscapes or 

people and movement 

- Quality: Reach a basic standard in composition, exposure, focus, 

sharpness, etc. 

 

2. A short film of about 2 minutes 30 seconds long with a short written 

introduction. 

- Content: Highlight or match the theme, showing landscapes or the 

dialogue or movement of people 

- Quality: Reach a basic standard in sound, visuals, lighting, 

sharpness, etc. 

 

II. Explain the parts of a camera or video camera (e.g lens, view finder, flash, 

memory card, battery). Know how to insert and remove a memory card 

and a battery. 

 

III. Describe how to keep a camera or video camera clean. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 
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Signalling 

 

 
I. Know the 26 code words in the NATO Phonetic Alphabet (e.g. Bravo, 

Delta). 

 

II. Identify and explain the main parts of a walkie-talkie. 

 

III. Demonstrate how to use a walkie-talkie. 

 

IV. Demonstrate the procedure for using Call Signs.  

 

V. List the general process for proper communication. 

 

VI. Demonstrate how to send and receive messages using a walkie-talkie. Use 

radio jargons including Hello, Over, Out and Roger. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 
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Singing 

 

 
I. Sing one octave of a major scale upward. 

 

II. Sing the following: 

1. The Brownie Song (provide your Guider’s signature as proof in lieu 

of assessment) 

2. Your National Anthem 

3. Any folk song (please provide the lyrics) 

 

III. Tap a rhythm played by the Assessor. 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Stitchery 

 
 

I. Demonstrate the following stitches: 

1. Chain stitch 

2. Blanket stitch 

3. Cross stitch 

4. Running stitch 

 

II. Complete the following and present to the Assessor: 

1. A pin cushion 

2. A computer mouse wrist cushion 

3. Sew on a button 

 

 

Hint 

Adults can help Brownies with cutting the patterns. 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Toy Making 

 

 

Make the following items and show the Assessor: 

 

I. A toy. 

 

II. A soft toy made of materials suitable for a child or baby. 

 

III. A model of a scene (e.g. garden, library, classroom, bathroom, 

convenience store, boutique) using recycled materials.  The base must be 

at least 30cm x 23cm. 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Cycling 

 

 
I. Demonstrate the following: 

1. Cycle a 15-metre route, as indicated by the Assessor. 

2. Demonstrate how to mount and dismount a bicycle.   

3. Show how to use the brakes correctly. 

4. Demonstrate that you can turn around while riding. 

5. Demonstrate how to replace the chain. 

6. Demonstrate the following hand signals when riding a bicycle: 

- Left turn 

- Right Turn 

- Stop 

 

II. Present the following information in a logbook and share with the 

Assessor: 

1. How to keep your bicycle clean and in good working order. 

2. Rules pertaining to Road Safety. 

3. Two road signs with pictures specially made for cyclists. 

4. Two types of bicycles and their differences. 

5. How to equip yourself and your bike when cycling at night. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 
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Food and Nutrition 

 
 

Present the following information in a logbook and share with the Assessor: 

 

I. What the food pyramid is, the basic food groups and how they are used by 

the body. 

 

II. Name at least 4 vitamins and their benefits. 

 

III. Make a list of what you ate for one day. Explain how your selected food 

matches up with the standard of the food pyramid. 

 

IV. The health and safety considerations in buying and storing food. 

 

V. Name at least two sports activities and the amount of calories each of them 

burns. 

 

 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the NOVICE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Pack Holiday 

 

 
The candidate must have participated in at least 2 Pack Holidays held at Girl 

Guide campsites. One of the holidays must be at least for 3 days, 2 nights. 

Record the date and location of each Pack Holiday in the logbook. 

 

Present the following in a logbook and share with the Assessor: 

 

I. Your experience at one of the Pack Holidays: 

1. The facilities at the campsite. 

2. The theme and activities of the Pack Holiday. 

3. Two to three participants of the Pack Holiday. 

4. The duties of your Brownie Six. 

5. A game you learnt. 

6. Your feelings and reflections on the Pack Holiday. 

 

II. Show and discuss the items you brought home from the Pack Holiday (e.g. 

camp book, craft, photos, diary). 

 

III. Perform 2 action songs with actions.  

 

IV. A list of personal equipment for a Pack Holiday. 

 

V. Introduce the Countryside Code. Explain how to take care of plants and 

other living things at and around the Pack Holiday location. 

 

VI. Precautions taken to prevent accidents at the Pack Holiday. 

 

VII. How to maintain personal health and hygiene during a Pack Holiday. 

 

 

Remarks 
This badge is a requirement for the SUPER BROWNIE Award.  

 

Assessment 
An Appointed Guider who holds the Pack Holiday License may assess this 

badge for their own unit. 

The Current Division Pack Holiday Consultant may assess this badge for 

Brownies from their Division.  
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Physical Fitness (Stage I) 

 

 
I. Participate in the following events for at least three months: 

1. Record the number of times you exercise each week (15 to 30 minutes each 

time) and the sport you have participated in. 

2. Practise and record how many sit-ups you do in one minute. 

3. Sit on the floor, stretch your limbs and measure your flexibility on the scale. 

4. Participate in one of any ball games, for example netball, baseball, volleyball 

etc. Make a record of it. 

5. Record the distance you are able to walk or run within 6 minutes. 
 

II. Test 

Finish the following exercises within the time limit: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE collective emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An appointed Guider who is a Qualified Physical Education Teacher or 

Physical Fitness Instructor may take this badge assessment for their own Pack. 

 
 

Sit-up in 

one minute 

Sit and 

reach test 

(cm) 

Hand grip 

(L+R) (kg) 

(at least) 

Run/walk in 

6 minutes 

(m) 

13 times 26 9 
800 

(10 rounds) 
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Physical Fitness (Stage II) 

 

 
Must be a holder of Physical Fitness Badge (Stage I) 

 

I. Participate in the following events for at least 3 months. 

1. Record the number of times you exercise each week (15 to 30 minutes 

each time) and the sports you have participated in. 

2. Practise and record how many sit-ups you do within one minute. 

3. Sit on the floor, stretch your limbs and measure your flexibility on the 

scale. 

4. Participate in one of any ball games, for example netball, baseball, 

volleyball etc. 

5. Record the distance you are able to walk or run within 9 minutes. 

 

II.   Test 

Finish the following exercises within the time limit: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment  

Qualified Physical Education Teacher or Physical Fitness Instructor. 

An appointed Guider who is a Qualified Physical Education Teacher or 

Physical Fitness Instructor may take this badge assessment for their own Pack. 

 

Sit-up in 

one 

minute 

Sit and 

reach test 

(cm) 

Hand grip 

(L+R) (kg) 

(at least) 

Run/walk 

in 9 

minutes (m) 

20 times 26 28.5 
1200 

(15 rounds) 
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Rambling 

 

 
I. Present the following information in a logbook, tell the Assessor the 

following: 

 

1. Go on 3 walks, accompanied by grown-ups (e.g. parents, Guiders). Make 

short, illustrated notes of each walk. 

2.  The Countryside Code. 

3. Choose any 5 of the following species. Introduce 1 item each: 

- Trees and shrubs 

- Wildflowers 

- Birds 

- Animals 

- Ferns, grass or other plants 

- Organisms on the waterfront, pond or river 

- Rocks or fossils 

- Butterflies or other insects 
 

II. Introduce your gear and dress code for outdoor walks. 

 

 

III. List 3 ways to call for help in the countryside. 

 

IV. Learn about distance posts on hiking trails. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit 
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Skating 

 

 
In good style, using ice skates or roller skates, demonstrate the following: 

 

I. Skate on both legs 

II. Skate on one leg 

III. Calabash Curve forward 

IV. Snake forward 

V. Curve backward 

 

 

Remarks 
This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 
Holders of “Pre-Alpha” Level Certificate or above in ice skating are qualified 

for this badge. 

 

The certificate must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 
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Sports 

 
 

Present the following in a logbook and share with the Assessor: 

 

I. Identify 3 advantages of being involved in a sport. 

 

II. Record your involvement in a chosen sport for at least 10 times over one 

month.  

 

III. Demonstrate the sport from clause II.  

 

IV. Describe the appropriate attire for sports and points to note when doing 

exercise. 

 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the NOVICE collective emblem. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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Stargazing 

 

 
I. Present the following information in a logbook and discuss with the 

Assessor:  
 

1. Either in drawings or photos, record in the evening giving 

observations of the moon visible from a window, garden or a 

designated place. There should be at least three entries of the shapes 

and positions of the moon including direction and height. It is 

suggested that the drawing or photo should include buildings or 

landscapes so as to show its height from the land. You should also 

record the time and the weather, e.g. clear sky, cloudy, etc. 

 

2. Understand the following on star gazing:  

- The attitude of star gazing. 

- The number of planets and their names. 

- The number of constellations. 

- Different shapes of the moon. 

- Constellations in any two seasons out of the four. You must list at 

least one in each season. 

 

II. Introduce one or more story/stories of zodiac mythology to the Assessor for 

at least one minute to show your understandings. 

 

III. Recognize the shape and location for two of the following: 

1. The Polaris 

2. The Big Dipper and point out the location of the Polaris 

3. The big curve of the Spring (the curve formed by the Saptarishi, 

Arcturus and Spica) 

4. The big triangle of Summer (Altair, Lyra and Cygnus)  

5. The big square of Autumn (the four stars at the belly of the Pegasus)  

6. The big triangle of Winter (Orion, Sirius, Procyon) 

 

IV. Be able to use a rotate star chart. 

 

 

 
Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 
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Swimming (Stage I) 

 

 
I. Swim 25 metres in any style. 

 

II. Float for 30 seconds on your back. 

 

III. Explain to the Assessor the safety rules for swimmers. 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the INTERMEDIATE Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 

Holders of a certification letter (with letterhead or official chop) from official 

swimming organisations are qualified for this badge. 

 

The letter must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 

 

Assessment 

1. Holders of certification letter (with letter head or official chop) from 

official swimming organizations are eligible for this badge. 

2. An Appointed Guider who holds a valid Life Saving Certificate or 

Swimming Teacher Certificate may take this badge assessment for their 

own Pack. 
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Swimming (Stage II) 

 

 
Candidates must have obtained Swimming Badge (Stage I) before applying for 

this badge. 

 

I. Swim 50 metres in any style. 

 

II. Pick up an object (e.g. bunch of keys) from 1 metre below the surface. 

 

III. Tread water for 1 minute. 

 

IV. Perform a sitting or standing dive. 

 

V. Describe how to use basic swimming aids (e.g. pool ring, swimming 

kickboard, life jacket, etc.) 

 

 

Remarks 

This badge is part of the EXPERT Collective Emblem. 

 

Note 

Holders of a certification letter (with letterhead or official chop) from official 

swimming organisations are qualified for this badge. 

 

The letter must be submitted to the HKGGA Programme Department for 

approval and issuance of the Badge Certificate. 

 

Assessment 

An Appointed Guider who holds a valid Life Saving Certificate or Swimming 

Teacher Certificate may assess this badge for their own unit. 
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I. Have been awarded three Journey Badges. 
 
II. Hold Two Venture Badges. 
 
III. Collect Three emblems Novice, Intermediate, Expert. 
 
IV. Hold PACK HOLIDAY, BROWNIE KNOWLEDGE, SERVICE IN ACTION, 

KNOTTING and BROWNIE DRILL AND CEREMONY Interest Badges. 
 
 
Note: 
1. You should complete all the above before your 12 birthday. 
2. You should not use a badge to fulfil the requirements of more than one clause. 
3. Brownie must complete all the above.  An application form can be collected 

from Regional Office/Programme Section at Girl Guide Headquarters. 
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